Malignant mixed tumors of the salivary gland: a study of loss of heterozygosity in tumor suppressor genes.
Carcinosarcomas and carcinoma ex pleomorphic adenoma of the salivary glands are rare tumors that fit into the broader category of malignant mixed tumors. Although most evidence has suggested that the different morphologic components arise from a common clonal origin, there are very few studies that have provided molecular evidence for this clonality. In this study, we examined a set of seven carcinosarcomas and four carcinomas ex pleomorphic adenoma for tumor suppressor gene loss of heterozygosity, in order to assess the clonal patterns in the varying components. Microdissection was performed to obtain each morphological component and tumor suppressor gene loci on 3p, 5q, 9p, 17p, 17q, and 18q were analyzed. The fractional allelic loss (FAL) was calculated for each area, and the different targets were compared for their molecular profile. The overall mean FAL of the malignant targets was 42%. In carcinosarcomas, the sarcomatous targets had a higher mean FAL than the carcinomatous targets (68 vs 46%, respectively) and in carcinomas ex pleomorphic adenoma, the mean FAL in the benign component was 11 vs 46% seen in the carcinomatous component. The most frequently lost genetic loci were p53 (17p13, 73%), nm23-H1 (17q21, 55%), and DCC (18q21, 50%). Loss of heterozygosity of 17q21 and 9p21 only occurred in carcinosarcomas and not in carcinomas ex pleomorphic adenoma. Within the carcinosarcomas, the mutational profiles were conserved between epithelial and sarcomatous areas. In carcinomas ex pleomorphic adenoma, loss of heterozygosity was uncommon in the benign component, but the mutations were conserved in the corresponding malignant areas. These results support the hypothesis that the carcinomatous and sarcomatous components of carcinosarcomas are clonally related. Furthermore, these data support prior studies that suggest a common clonal origin for the benign and malignant components of carcinomas ex pleomorphic adenoma.